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I . INJI'UDtlCilON

11Q AiNJI'isC/1L4A Sjxm'ILW)Id t-110 dk'VCh0jAILC't and usc of th Fi -1 si: Ava ilabil ity
"Model . This udlWas developed beý-cause the- exist-ing F-iis )Lcgsti.c- CCanposite
Mode$l (I-CON) did niot- have the capal~il it y to addruess several. key issues, breakX
rat~e and fix rate which were reurdby 11Q TAC. TIhle purpose of tile 1Th~d0 is
Wto Valuate- t-1e10IS aircraft in termsiw 0f roliabilithy, mtint~ajinabili ty and
ava i labi 1t j ryý .I sh! dxcuiientn descr-ibes the riudel use, capabiliitics, and

051 l ljtj lIs.

aiailt 1.do isaPURPOSEto se n h oe to

The F-iis AvIlailt Mdlianaayitolueinhepratna
suitability evaluiation of the I2-l5E' during co0bined [levelopiienital Test and
E-valuation and Op4erati~onal es anid Evaluation (lrEO )anid the dedicat-ed
O~perational Te-st anid Evaluation (CYI&E) phase--s. The imode]. -is used to evaluat-e.
tire availability, mission reliabilit0y, anid maintainability of a mature F-15E
squadtron during various scen~arios. ANvailability is M--asure(-d by mission capable
(YE) rate anid sortie generaition ratle (5CR) . Mission reliability is neasured by
break rate (Lil) . Ma int ain abil ity is moasured by f ix rate (FRl), lie-an repair:
tine (MWk) , and nviuqxiy-)tr spaces per ai rcralt (SPA)

1.2. DEFINITIONS

Availability is thle palrame~ter that. translates the reliability,
maintaiiirabil ity, anid logistics supporLt~ability characteristics of the system
into a mreasure- of interest to the user (7:110). It is the probability an item
is in an operable and. cormit-atlie state at anly ranoomql tinex-. A Lb61tw J. P-Wiltill1
it is capanle of performing at ieast one of its assignied peacetime or wartimle
mnissions. It rate is the percent. of possessed timie a systemi is MC. A systemi
is fully miissi.on capable (Ff2-) when it- is capable of perfor-ming all of its
assigned missions. A system is part ially mission capable (PMC) when it cannot
pe-rform one or i1KJ1C of its assigned missions, but is capable of performing at.
lecast one of its assigned missions. MC rate is the sum of the FITI anid PMC
r~ates. 5CR is tire aver age n-umiber of sort-ies producedJ per aircraft in a defined
oper-iating day (9:1-38-1-41).

Mission reliability is tile probability a system pex-rformiis its required
lun-ctL-ion (S) at, a specifiod "",I S';-" tion or for% a misio of a state duMin
given it was initially capable. BR is the percent- of sorties flown durinlg a
spe-ci fied pe-rio--d of t-i-re that. returned wit-h one 027 iiere previously wor-king
Critical systcems/sub)systems i nioje-rable 19:1-38-1-41). B3k re-ýnders teaircraft-
not mission capabhle (NNC).

I±4a3intaina-bility is a mex-asurie of a systemi's abi'lity W~ be repaired or
restored to a spe-cifie~d condition under: state-d condit-ions. FR is the p-e-rcent-
o1 li rcra[ t retur-ning f rota a sort ie with a Criti cal fal lure(s) which are
repaired and ret-urne~d to a MC sttswithin La specified period of t-ineK (9:1-
39-1-40), normally 2, 4, or- 8 hours. Tlhe tineý-s used din IFl includes the
corrective mainteniance and any assocxiated delay tinies. it- is tire lengt-h of
tjine tire aircraft- is downa due tu thre criticull failure. MET is the total on-
equipme:nt. corrective makitutenance-( tineM a(:cunlvllated durtinlg aseci ticeriod



divided IT the total numh.u" of on-equi 1 icnt corrective nmaintenance actions
coi1leteed during the same per:iod. MRI1' considers ac:tive, itintenance t.ile ounly,
it does not. include delay tinges (7:155). SPA is the total wolixNwer ruir~vent
ill spaces I)-' syst.(211u W icc~uiplish dilCvLt oli- and off-equ i11wcnt nmintenance
(9:1-40) .

1.3. W•Y USE A SIMULATION N1011-:1,

Tho HQ TAC suitabilily r'qui :aunts are b1as•d upon a nmture system operated
at a generic TIC base. Table 1. 1 stmli--rizes the differences Letwven the test
environsmont and the olg-atiounal enviounjivWnt. rue to these differences, the
suitability results neasured in t ho test environnment w•uld not be an accurate
assessment of the suitability of a 1-15E squadxron in the operational
environment. Hlc•wver, certain paýim2ters measured during test can be used
toward the evaluation of tho sy";te in the operational enviroimnent. A special
analysis tool is needed to organize and :onibine data neasured during test with
an outline of the intended oje.ýrational environnent of the systea to evaluate
how the system will lcrfolm in it-s intende.'d enviroiwmint.

TEST tNVI RONM'LN F 011 'EATI [ONAI, ENV IRONM'F1'

1-4 Aircraft Over 24 aii-craft pei- location
Test flying schodule Olerat.ional flying schedule
Test pilots Operational pilots

Maintenance personnel Maintenance pe-rsonnel
Contractor Air Force personnel
Unconstrained Constrained

Contractor supply support Air Force supply suppor-t
Sparse suppor.t eqiipilKmnt Supixort equiient available
Edwards AF1B CONUS and overseas TAC bases
Evolving system design MaLure systrm

Table 1.1. En:i-oyiwfntal Differences

A computer simulation nmodel is the special analysis tool used to
incorporate test data with the 'real world" to obtain a fair evaluation of the
systm,. The miodel "simulates" the operational envirLonmient (flight schedules,
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, spares levels, available maintenance
personnel) and uses the test data (failure rates, task tinms, reliability
growLh) as input to evaluate the syst~e.

1.4. CAPABILITIES

The model was built to describe the major aspects of the IIQ TAC operational
environnment. Simialar flying schedules, sortie length, mainte--ice priorities,
maintenance concepts, resource allocation per Air Force SpeciLity Code (AFSC),
resou-a-ce usage per AFSC, scheduled and unscheduled maintenance per four digit
work unit code (WUC) F..• included. Mean tiher betwroe-n maintenance (DTPBM), and
.mintenance task tinic s are inputs to the iidel and can bxe modified to perform



sensitivity analyses. Unknowns in thle mode]. such as what tiLe itisA fail are
calculated in the nmodel using M14BM data and probabilities.

Resources are specified by AFSC and in sune cases skill level. The F-15E
resource allocations and usage follow the intended iiiliteliace concept (Rivet
Workforce) . Quantities of maintenance personnel of a certain AFSC can be
decreased or increased to determine the effect on F-15E availability. Many
other items, such as support equilm2nt availability, spares levels, MTBM, and
task tites, may be varied to answer "what if" questions.

The mo-del operates by beginning the simulation at time = 0, and permitting
scheduled events to occur, such as scheduled nmintenance and flying sorties.
After each sortie, the failure clocks for each WUC are checked to see if a
failure occurred on that sortie. If a failure did occur, the necessary
maintenance is performed, the thruflight nmintenance performied, and the
aircraft is ready to fly again. Shop maintenance is also begun if needed. The
simulation continues until the end of the simulation tine is reached. The
model actually "shilulates' what occurs at a TAC flying squadron.

A random number generator is used to obtain random samples from a specific
statistical distribution: triangular, normal, exponential, or lognortnl. For
each simulation of a scenario, at. least five different random number seeds are
used for the random ii ter generator. The five simulation results are averaged
to obtain the "final" results.

1. 5. LIMITATIONS

The model does not consider perturbations in the every day o01r.eLiult ut a
TAC squadron, such as weather, deployments, working on tue weekend auring
peacetin•, and downdays. Rather, the nmodel treats every day as an average day.

Maintenance is performed in parallel in the nmodel. The model defines
parallel maintenance as several mai -enance actions being perfornmd
simultaneously. Currently the Dmodel does not perform serial maintenance -
maintenLance actions being performiled one at a time, one after another. However,
once TAC specifies same actions must be performed before other actions, such as
maintenance on fuel systems performed before maintenance on electrical systEMs,
the model can be easily mlodified to include this capability.

The nmdel includes carnibalizations, but does not consider the
deterioration of part reliability due to the additional maintenance actions.
The mnodel also does not halt mlaintenance tasks if a more critical action
appears. Once a task is begun during a shift, it finishes the task or
Serticular shift, whichever conme.s tirst.

Only major avionics inter.ediate test stations are modeled as support
equiprLent. Availability of other support or test equipment, such as air
conditioners, xower carts, tools, ladders, jacks, etc., are assumeJd to be
infinite.

Since the moy>del uses WUC data to the iour digit WUC, spares are assigned to

corresponding four digit WUCs. The spares allocation levels are maintained
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such that the not mission capable due to supply ,hNCS) rate is c{xmparable to
the F-15C/D Multi-Staged Improveamnt Program (MS P) NMIS rate. However, spares
which need to be increased to maintain the "normal" NMCS rate are documented
and briefed with model results.

The model does not consider battle danmage or attrition. The criteria used
to evaluate the F-15E systcni does not include battle damage or attrition; this
is the main reason it was not considered in the nmdel.. However, once the
information is available it may be added to the model to answer more "what if"
questions.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. SYSTEM DESCRIPIION

The F-15E is an advanced two-place, 81000 pound maximunm gross weight,
aircraft designed for superiority over enemy surface and air threats. It is
tailored for survivable arid effective first pass weapon delivery. The F-15E
also retains the basic F-15C MSIP capability for the air-to-air role; however,
air-to-air performance characteristics may be limited by the increased basic
aircraft weight compared to the F-15C. The aircraft shall be capable of
performing air-to-surface and air-to-air missions day or night, in and under
the weaLlher. Major aircraft subsystar3s include low-altitude navigation and
targeting infrared for night (LANTIRN) and the APG-70 high resolution radar
(HRR). LAN'IRN pods will provide manual and automatic terrain following,
orwal l.o.kng infrared (FLIR) video, precision infrared (IR) targeting, and

laser ranging/designation for precise weapons deliveries day and night. The
HRR will provide accurate target infornmation for in-the-weatý,-er weapon
deliveries. The F-15E will be equipped with conformal fuel tanks and will have
a maneuvering capability of up to nine g's (4:i,3).

2.2. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

The F-15E will be primarily employed for day/night, all-weather surface
attack in air interdiction, offensive counterair, nuclear, and limited defense
suppression roles. It wi.ll provide a day/night, all-weather capability to
navigate at low altitude using manual or automatic terrain following. The
target acquisition system should provide the capability to acquire, track, and
destroy mobile or fixed ground targets, employing guided or unguided weapons.

The F-15E will also be used to augment dedicated air defense fighters in a
defenLive counter-air role.

The F-15E will have the capability to operate singly, in pairs, or in
multiples. Specific tactics depend on theater, mission, targets, and threats
at the time of employment (4:12-14).

2.3. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT

The meintenance organization will consist of a three-level combat oriented
maintenance organization (COMO) concept (direct on-equipment, direct off-
equipprent, and depot). Direct off-equipmxent maintenance will include cuiplete
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end-to-end checks, repair of line-replaceable units (LRUs), servicing, and
calibration of F-15 canmon components. Repair beyond this scope will require
depot level maintenance (4:14).

3. SCENARIOS EVALUATED

HQ TAC has specified the suitability parameters to be evaluated during
certain scenarios. MC rate will be evaluated during a peacetime scenario. SGR
will be evaluated during surge and sustained war-time scenarios. BR, FR, MRT
and SPA will be evaluated during both the peacetime and wartime scenarios.

3.1. SCENARIO PARAMEIFRSK

The scenarios modeled represent a nakture squadron of F-15Es. The
maintenance structure and operational flying schedule is representative of an
F-15 base.

The following parameters and assumptions made in the model are camron to
the peacetizme and wartime scenarios. There are 24 aircraft modeled. The F-
15E has four primary missions: air-to-air, air-to-ground, air-to-ground
nuclear, and dual role (both air-to-air and air-to-ground). Failure times,
repairs and spares are aggregrated to no lower than the four digit WUC level.
The total time to cani__balize a part is assumed to be twice the remove and
replace (R&R) time of that part. The aircraft will fly singly or in pairs. The
squadron has only F-15Es with typical manpower skill level allocations.
Reliability growth techniques from MJIL-ID3K-189 are applied to project the F-
15E unique Wit's MTBM to maturity (approximately 55000 flight hours.) The
projected values are input to the model to estimate mature aircraft
performance.

3.2. PEACETIME SCENARIO

The peacetime simulation period is one year; the desirejd SGR is 1.05.
Seventeen of the 24 aircraft are preflighted each day, including two aircraft
preflighted as spares. There are three 8-hour shi.fts, five days per week. The
first shift of the day is a servicing shift with a minimum of maintenance
personnel. The spares levels include the peacetime operating stock (POS) and
the wartime readiness spares ki.t (WRSK).

3.3. WARTIME SCENARIO

The wart•ie simulation period is 30 days divided into a 7 day surge period,
and a 23 day sustained period. The desired SGR is classified (3). All
aircraft are used each day, there are two 12-hour shifts, seven days per week.
The spares levels include the P0S, WRSK and base level self-sufficiency spares

(IRLSS)



4. COMPUTER LANGUAGE

The F-15E Availability Model was developed using the Simulation Language
for Alternative Modeling (SLAM). SLAM is an advanced FORTRAN based language
which allows the combination of network, discrete event, and continuous
modeling capabilities. Mociels using SLAM can be developed from a process-
interaction, next-event, or activity-scanning perspective (8:ix).

The F-15E Simulation Yodel uses both the process-interaction and next-
event techniques. Due to the complexity of the model, the next-event (FORTRAN)
portion of the model is imore extensive than the process-interaction (rnetwork)
portion.

The process-interaction technique uses statements which describe a sequence
of events. These statements are used to model the flow of entities through the
system. The network structure is made up of nodes and branches. These symbols
model elements such as queues, servers, and decision points. The entities of
the systen, such as people or parts, flow through the network (8:68,69,73).

The network is used to represent the process the aircraft or LRU undergoes
to be maintained.

The event-interaction technique concentrates on the events that can change
the state of the system. Each event is executed according to a specific timfe-
ordered sequence, with simulated time being advanced from one event to another
(8:68-69). This technicque uses FORTRAN to code the discrete event model.
FORTRAN subroutines control certain changes associated with each event, which
may include assigning attribute values, manipulating files, collecting
statistics, and printing status or output reports.

The events are used for determining shift schedules, initiating scheduled
maintenance, scheduling sorties, checking aircraft for failures after sorties,
determ ning what maintenance needs to be done, allocating wnd freeing resources
and spares, and calculating statistics.

5. NARRATIVE DESURiPI'iON Oi' COMkPuI'R CODE

This section provides a narrative description of data files, network, and
FOCRTRALN files used in the F-15E simulation model. It gives a basic overview of
the contents of the model. Refer to the appendices for mwore detailed
information.

Appendix C: Computer Code -- Input Files
Appendix D: Computer Code - Network
Appendix E: Computer Code - FORTRAN

5.1. DATA FILES

There are several different data files used in this iidel, Fl5EM. INP,
Fi.5ET.INP, and FI5EDAI.FOR.
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FISEM. INP contains WUC, nman t: ime between maintenance total corrective
(MM1B14.), POS, WPSK, and BLSS spares levels, and failure probabilities for air-
to-air, air-to-around, or dual role critical failures. During the OTI&E test
phase, the rn'MiTV and probability data for F-15E unique WUCs change
periodically. Approximately ornce every three months a Joint Reliability and
Maintainability Evaluation Team (JRMET) is held at the test site. The JRMET
consists of representatives from the AFOTEC test team, F-15 System Program
Office (SPO), HQ AFOTEC, HQ TAC, AFFIC, AFALC and the contractor. The JRMET's
responsibility is to ensure the maintenance data is correct, and to categorize
each failure in terms of type and severity. The approved JRMET data is used to
derive the F-15E unique mature MIUT -BPC and probability data used in this
simulation, therefore this file may change after each JThiET. Similar data for
the WLJCs conmin to the F-15E and F-15C/D MSIP aircraft are obtained ifron mature
F-15C/D MSIP operational data, ie., from the Maintenance Data Collection (MDC)
System at the 33 Tactical Fighter Wing ('ITW) at Eglin AFB, Florida.

Fl5ET.INP contains WUC, maintenance task type, percent of time the
nmintenance task type is performed, mean or mode, standard deviation, minimum
and maximtLn maintenance times, type of statistical distribution to use on task
times, and resources and quantity of those resources needed for each particular
WUC. This input file uses MDC data for the F-15E and F-15C/D conmon WLUs and
AFOTEC test team experienced judgment and JRMET data for F-15E unique WUCs.
This data file will change as needed as additional information on the F-15E
aircraft is obtained.

Fl5EDAT.FOR contains type of aircraft, phase tines, xiouce aivailability,
probability of breaks occurring, and ground abort times. It also includes
number of aircraft, sorties, and shifts, and scenario type. Also sortie
length, shift lengths, warmup times, time between individual sorties and sortie
phases and desired SGR rate for warmup and regular portions of the simulation
are included. This input file changes for each type of scenario simulated.

5.2. NEWRKS

The SLAM network file, F15.DAT, contains the maintenance networks,
simulation run times and random number seeds. The simulation run times are
c•hanged for each scenario somalatoc, ,.,hile the randcrm number seeds are changed
with every simulation describing a certain scenario.

Each entity, represented by an aircraft., LRU, or durmy job, is assigned
attribute values in FORTRAN subroutines to describe maintenance task type,
t.imes, and resources needed. The entity then flows through the appropriate
network. If resources are available, the entity continues in the network, if
the resources are not available, the entity is filed in the appropriate queue
to await availability of the resource. The networks check to see if
maintenance needs to be continued through the next shift. If maintenance needs
to be continued, the entity continues through the network again, or continues
to the next applicable network or FORIRAN subroutine. After flowing through
the network, the entity is filed in a queue, or terminated as appropriate. An
entity would be terminated if it were a duinny job.
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The networks describe different maintenance processes. There is a
different network for each of the following types of nmo-ntenance: preflight,
checking for failures, on-equipinent maintenance, remove an- replace, off-
equipment maintenance, depot turnaround times, and can.tbal] "zation.

5.3. FORTRAN SUBROUrINES

Except for INTLC, the subroutines are listed alphabetically. Each
subroutine description includes how the subroutine is called or scheduled, what
the subroutine does, and what subroutines it calls or schedules.

IN11C - Is called internally by SLAM at the beginning of each run or
simulation. It initializes manning and equipnent allocations for each shift,
calls READAT, sets initial values for parameters, assigns values from F15.FOR,
calculates SPA, initializes spares levels, defines failure clocks for each rueC,
and creates the planes. 1t then schedules the following subroutines: SHIFT -
which calculates shift. start and end tines, FLYING - which schedules the
sorties, WARMUP - which updates parameters from the warmup scenario to the main
scenario parameters, and DISPLAY - which prints the daily values of various
parameters. INTLC concludes by setting up the header on the output file
F15.RPT.

ALLOK - Is called by the SLAM networks when resources are needed. It
determines whether the people and equipment needed for each task are available.
If resources are not available, it will store the maintenance task time in
m•inry until the resources become available. It will terminate non-critical
parallel nmaintenance entities if rcsources are not available. Critical
maintenance entities are filed in the appropriate queue to wait for resources
to became available. ALJIIK is written to allocate a maximumt of five different
types of resources per task. The model can be expanded to handle more than
five types of resources with little difficulty. The model has an option of
permitting allocation of resources according to an availability probability.
Choosing this option will cause subroutine REAV to be scheduled.

ALSPAR - Is called by the SIAM networks when a spare is needed. It
determines whether the spare is available in supply. If the spare is
available, the entity returns to the network to continue maintenance. If the
snare is unavailable1 the entity is filed into the NMCS queue, and subroutine
CANN is called to check if cannibalization will produce the desirable spare.

BPO - Is scheduled by FLYING to occur after the last sortie of the day has
launched. It checks the ready queues for aircraft that have flown that day
wVich require basic postflighi.. (BPO). If an aircraft needs BPO, the entity is
sent to the network and then CHECK to determine the BPO task time.

CANN - Is scheduled by ALSPAR when a spare is needed. It conpares the
needed spare on the new NIS aircraft with what is available on an aircraft in
a iMTCS status for more than one spare. If the needed spare is available,
aircraft maintenance continues, and the other aircraft is filed in the NMCS
queue needing another spare. If the needed spare is not available on multiple
NMCS status aircraft, the spare is compared with what is available on an
aircraft in a NMCS status for only one spare. if the needed spare is
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available, aircrafit mintenance continues, the other aircraft is filed in the
NtCS queue now needing two spares, and the "hangar queeni" timer begins to
ensure it does not stay a "hangar queen" for 21 days. At approximately day 19,
subroutine INSPEI is scheduled to check if maintenance on the hangar queen
should be initiated. if the needed spare is not available, cannibalization is
not possible.

CHCKCD - Is called by CHECK when the simulation is being run for F-15C/U
MSIP aircraft, as for validation of the m•del. CLICKCD performs the same
function as CHCKE.

CHCKE - Is called by CHECK when the sbimulation is being run for F-15E
aircraft. CHCKE determines which file is appropriate for a MC aircraft after
maintenance. CHCKE2 is called to reorganize failure storage arrays. If a
sortie has just been flown, all WUCs will be checked to deternmine if a
failure(s) has occurred. The criticality of each failure is determined using
probabilities. After all WUCs have been checked, failures are totaled and the
status of the aircraft is determined for the BR analysis. Next, the types of
maintenance are determdned. First priority is given to any dual role critical
failure. These failures render the aircraft NI& and must go to maintenance.
Second priority is given to a combination of air-to-air and air-to-ground
failures which render the aircraft NMC. The type of maintenance performed in
this case is determined by the previous status of the aircraft. For example,
if the aircraft was air-to--air PMC (had air-to-ground critical failures) then
maintenance will begin on the new air-to-air failures to produce an air-to-air
PMC aircraft again. The logic behind this decision is to perform the least
amo..unt of maintenance to result in a PMC aircraft. Third priority is given to
the case where only one type of failure is present. The maintenance decision
again depends on the previous status of the aircraft. For example, if the
aircraft was air-to-air PMC, then maintenance will begin if the new failures
are all air-to-air critical failures since the plane is NMC. However, if the
new failures are all air-to-ground type failures the aircraft is still air-to-
air PMC and can be filed into the ready queue after postflight. Once the need
for maintenance has been determined, subroutine PARAP will be scheduled to
initiate the aircraft maintenance. The last priority is given to all non-
critical failures. In this case, no maintenance is done and the aircraft is
filed in the appropriate ready queue after postflight. This subroutine calls
CIECK2 which determines the correct postfl ight to be done on the aircraft.

CHCKE2 - Is called by CHCKE after any maintenancs is completed on the
aincraft. It organizes the failures stored in the PWJC and PMAINT arrays. If
an aircraft has 40 failures stored in its PWUC array (the maximum size of the
PWUC array), then PARALL is called and parallel maintenance is begun to reduce
the number of failures on that aircraft. HQ TAC stated an aircraft can have aý-.
"unlimited" number of non-critical failures. For the purpose of this rmodel,
that "unlimited" number is 40. A message is printed to notify the analyst if
the number of non-critical failures exceeds 40.

CHECK - Is called from the network after a sortie or maintenance is
completed. It checks first if the aircraft has just completed some type of
scheduled maintenance, turnaround, BPO or phase inspection. If this is true,
the aircraft is filed into the appropriite ready queue. if the aircraft is
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missing nore than one spare, RELPLN is called to determine the correct queue in
which the aircraft should be filed. Statistics on 1,MU, FR, and ievan down time
(MI') are calculated. It then cleans up storage airays if parallel unscheduled
maintenance nas just been completed. The subroutine then calls CHCKE or
CHCK.CD, depending on the type of simuulation bXeinq run, to determine what
maintenance to do next.

CHECK2 - ls called frow either CHCKCD or CUCIE. After maintenance is
completed or a sortie has flown with no failures, this subroutine checks which
type of postflight is necessary for the aircraft. If the last sortie of the
day has launched, BPO will begin. It not, thruflight will begin. This
subroutine sends the aircraft entities to the network to begin postflight and
also sends a durmy entity to queue 16. This dumy entity remains in the file
16 for the duration of the thruflight. The average number of dunmiy entities in
the file become part of the MC rate calculation, since all aircraft in
postflight maintenance are considered MC.

CLEAN - Is called from FLYlNG after tne last sortie of the day has
launched. It checks the ready queues for any aircraft with failures, and sends
those aircraft to maintenance via the PARALL subroutine. This subroutine gets
as many PMC aircraft to FMC or close to FMC status as possible without
affecting the SGR.

DISPLAY - Is called from INThC at the end of the first day of simulation.
DISPLAY reschedules itself at the end of each day. It checks the values of
parameters, then calculates and prints out the current value of number of
sorties flown and missed, SGR, FMC, PMC, MC, NMCS, and not mission capable due
to resources (NT4CR), breaks, and ground aborts.

EMPTYQ - Is called from FREER whenever a resource is freed. EPIIIYQ checks
if an aircraft is waiting in a queue for that resource. It checks aircraft
needing on-equipnment maintenance before LRUs needing off-equipnent maintenance.
If there is a match, the aircraft or LRU enters the appropriate network node.
If there is no match, the aircraft or LRU is returned to the waiting queue.

EVENT' - Is called from the network and other FORTRAN subroutines. A GOT`
statement is used to choose the correct event (subroutine) needed.

FLYING - Is called from IWMC at the beginning uf the first day. It
reschedulet- itself at the beginning of each subsequent day. It determines how
many sorties to schedule that day, how many of those sorties to schedule in the
morning shift, and how many in the afternoon shift. It determines the primary
mission of the sortie and the quantity of aircraft to fly the sortie. This
subroutine schedules SORTIE - to allocate the aircraft for each sortie, BPO -
to initiate BPO maintenance after the sorties land, and CLEAN - to perform non-
essential maintenance after all sorties have launched.

FREER - Is called fromn the network after maintenance is completed. This
subroutine releases the resources used in the task. Maintenance man-hours
(MMH) are also collected. This subroutine schedules ENPI'YQ to initiate
maintenance on entities needing the resources just released.
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FRSPAR - is called from the network after off-equipnent or shop maintenance
is ccmpleted or a spare arrives fram depot. It incrnelnts the spai-G s,1pply
level. The subroutine checks planes in the NMCS queue to see if there is a
imatch between the released spare and a needed spare. Aircraft needing only one
spare undergoing parallel maintenance have first priority, then those aircraft
not in parallel maintenance are checked. Aii.craft needing more than one spare
have next priority. If there is a match, the entity is sent to the appropriate
network to continue maintenance. If the NMCS aircraft does not match with an
available spare, it is returned to the appropriate NMCS queue.

GNDABI - Is schedulu'd fr•om SURTIE after a sortie has just launched. A few
minutes after a sortie has "begun" GNDAB1 checks to see if there has been a
ground abort. If a ground abort has occurred, the last aircraft paL in the
sortie queue is ranoved and sent to CHECK via the network to determine the type
of maintenance to perform. If aircraft remain flying the sortie, GNDABl
schedules REMOVE to remove the flying aircraft from queue 4 after the sortie
duration has passed.

INSPET - Is scheduled from CANN after the creation of a "hangar queen". At
day 19, a FWC aircraft becones the donor aircraft for the missing spares on the
"hangar queen". The old "hangar queen" is sent to STUFF to begin maintenance.
The donor aircraft becomes a new "hangar queen" and the hangar queen tiner
starts all over.

LAST - Is called from SLAM subroutine CqPtrf at the end of the simulation.
This subroutine calculates BR, SPA, and FR. It tabulates the number of times a
resource or spare was requested, how many times it was available, how many
tiues it was unavailable and the number of t"ros it went to depot. This
subroutine tabulates also the number of times a WUC failed, and its MDT and
MRT, and smnriarizes these parameters for the entire system. Maintenance man-
hours per flying hour (MMH/FH) is tabulated by WUC and sutmnarized for the
systen. At the end of the output file, it lists those NMCS planes which lack
single or multiple spares. LAST provides the majority of output printed to
F15 .R~r.

MAINT - Is called from the network when task times for on-equipment
maintenance need to be calculated. It restarts the task time if resources were
not available last time and the task was halted. If there is no failure, the
appropriate scheduied maintenance thu fru tu_-nax-olUd, preflight, D"" or phase
is calculated. If the first portion of a R&R action (remove) has been
completed, the task tire for the second portion (replace) is calculated. The
type of maintenance (can not duplicate (CND), R&R, repair in place (RIP), and
facilitate other maintenance (FOM)) is deternined from the probabilities given
in Fl5E.INP data file. When there are new failures to be repaired, maintenance
times are calculated using the task times and statistical distribution data in
Fl5E.INP. Non-critical parallel maintenance is postponed if the maintenance
t.a-kes longer than the critical maintenance, or no spare is available for the
R&R action. When non-critical maintenance has been initiated by CLEAN,
entities whose task tines extend past the end of the shift are postponed. When
there are over 40 failures on an aircraft, entities whose task times extend
past the end of the week are postponed. Repair time for NRT is sunmied in this
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subroutine. Lastly, the subroutine TSHIP is calJ.ed to divide the maintenance
thi- into the rIaiining shift and next shift time.

NEED - Is scheduled during SHIFTI at thle beginning of each day to determine
aircraft preflight requirenents. if preflight is necessary{, subroutine PRMFW
is scheduled.

NMAIN1I - Is scheduled during SSHInr at the beginning of each shift, It
sends aircraft waiting for resources or next shift maintenance to the network
to begin such maintenance. On-equipment maintenance is sent to the network
before off-equipnent maintenance. During peacetime when the servicing shift
exists, only preflight and BPO maintenance are initiated during the servicing
shift. During the two norimal shifts, all maintenance is initiated by this
subroutine.

NONAV - Is cal led by SSHTPI at the beginning of each normal shift. It
detenniiies which resources are available to work each shift. The availability
of resources is determined by the availability parameter specified in F15.FOR.

CYI'PUT - Is automatically executed by SIAM at the end of the simulation. It
calls DISPLY and LAST to print out the results of the simulation.

PARALL - Is called by CLFAN after the last sortie of the day has launched
and is called by CHCKE2 when an aircraft has 40 failures. It defines values of
attributes and other parameters before sending the entities to the network for
.Tnintcnancc on all the failures stored in the fai-lure arra.y- Tf the task was
postponed earlier, the original maintenance task time is retrieved.

PARAP - Is called by CHCKE (or CHCKCD) when critical maintenance is needed.
It defines values of attributes and other pa-camet@_•s before sending the
entities to the network for maintenance on selected failures stored in the
failure array. It initiates maintenance on existing non-critical failures, new
critical failures, and now non-critical failures. These entities reach the
subroutine MAINT in an important sequence - the critical failures are first,
followed by the non-critical failures.

PHASE - Is called from SHIFT when phase is needed. It selects an aircraft
for phase and determines which type of phase is needed. inspection parameters
are defined and the aircraft is sent to begin maintenance via the network.
When the phase to be performed is I1PO or HW02, a dunmy entity is filed in
queue 16 (MC file) so the HIPOI and I{P02 phase times are included in the MC
rate.

PRFIM' - Is called from NEED when preflight is needed. it is also called
from the network when preflight is finished. PRFIW' assigns values to
attributes ana other parameters, dete-rmines the preflight task time and sends
the aircraft to the network to begin preflight. it also sends a duniy entity
to queue 16 to include the preflight time in the MC rate. After preflight is
finished, the network sends the entity back to PRFLGT and the aircraft is filed
into the appropriate ready queue and the dunmy entity is removed from queue 16.

PRFU3T then calls TSHIFI to divide the task time into shift times.
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READAT - Is called frku ]INI'LC at lthe Lmginning of the simiulation. it reads
the data foam tihe tLW input files, Fi5EM. INP and V"ISE'T'.lNP, and files the
information in the appiropriate arrays.

PEAV - Is called irom AILJWK if a resource is normally available, but not
available at that spe-ific ti me. It rcŽ,nves planes frol wait queues and
resulinjits planes back into the imintenance network alter one hour. The puLpose
of this subroutine is to iicdel suppor-t equipnient down ti-me. This subroutine
nlay be called only if V(2) and V(3) probabilities are less than 1.0.

RELPLN - Is called from CHECK after a multiple status 1NPCS plane receives
one spare. This subroutine files the plane into the appropriate NMCS queue.

REMOVE - Is scheduled from GNDA131 it the end of a sortic. It, renoves
aircraft. from the sortie queue after the flight has ended, assigns values for
attributes and parameters, increients counters, and sends the aircraft to begin
nmaintenance via the netm]rk.

S111Pf - Is called from IN12 initially at the Ieginning of the simulation
and then schedules to execute itself at. the beginning of each subsequent day.
It detemnines whether it is a week day or weekend, and calls NEED to check if
preflight is needed. Renoves all aircraft from queue 2 (ready queue) and
places them in queue 1 (need to check for preflight queue). It defines the
time when shifts change, and determiines if phase is needed. Subroutine PIASE
is scheduled if pha.se is neede.d. SHIFT schedules SSP.FI' to be executed at the
begininLing of each shift that day.

SHOP2 - Is called from, the netwtork when off-equipnmnt mkintenance is
needed. It calculates the task times for all the shop maintenance Pvents -
bench check okay (BCOK), repair this station (RTS), not repairable this station
(NRTS) and condemn (COND) the shop replaceable unit (SRU). If a task was
previously postponed due to lack of resources, the task time is restored.
TSHIFT is called to divide the task tjime into shift times. SHOP2 also
identifies broken parts which will eventually be sent to depot for repaair.

SORTIE - Is called from FLYING after all sorties are scheduled. Depending
on the type of mission the sortie will fly, SORTIE checks the appropriate PA:
queues for ready aircraft. If more aircraft are needed tor the sortie, thie iA1-A
ready queue is cnecked for aircraft. If the number of aircraft needed axe
found to be available the sortie is initiated by filing the aircraft in the
sortie queue. GNDABl is scheduled to check for ground aborts. If the number
of aircraft available is lackiLng, SORTME schedules to call itself in 0.5 hour
to check for aircraft availability again. This cxcur-s a total of three times
if aircraft. raiain unavailable. At tht, start of the fourth tile, the sortie
has been postponed for 2.0 hours. if aircraft are still not available, the
sortie is cancelled and counted as missed flight(s). If a smaller number of
aircraft are available to fly, these aircraft will fly and the missing aircraft
will count toward nissed sortie(s).

SSHIFI - Is called from SHIFT' at the beginning of each shift. It
determines Dmnpouwr levels for the servicing shift in peacetile. Subroutine
NONAV is called to determi-ne the availability of ikanpower at the beginning of
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each shift. NMAINI' is called to resuibiit waiting aiLcraif back into the
mailnteinance networks.

S'T`UFF - is callod Irom iNSPL•1' when a "hangar queen" is 19 days old. it
assinTs values of attributes and parai-ters, sends the receiving airicraft to
maintenance via the netwr]<k and files the donor aircraft minus parts into the
"hangar queen" queue.

TSHIFT - is called from MAiNT, PRPFLG and SHOP2. it detervines how much
time remains in the present. shift. It assigns the rinaining shift tine or the
task tipn, whichever is simaller, as the first shi ft task tjie. The r-Eiaining
task time, if any, is reserved for the subsequent snift(s).

WAPVMUP - Is scheduled fromi INTLC at the end of the warmup period. it
allocates the numbier of spares available for the newm scenario, taking into
account the spares presently in the maintenance system. It redefines scenario
parameters, and reinitializes counters and failure clocks.

6. ASSUMPTIONS

6. 1. DATA ASSUMJNPONS

Data assumiptions are normally quantitative assumptions and are generally
part of the input data file and can be easily changed. The Table 6.1 lists the
os-nirc- of this information.

Many of these assumptions were initially crude assmumptions prior to
testing, but as experience was gained from testing, these assumlptions became
observations. Again, as nore experience or information becomes available, the
data may change. Since this data is quantitative, it is easy to change, and to
perform sensitivity analyses to detenrmine what effect a change in certain
parameeters have on the outconm.

Spares levels of critical WuLCs are adjusted in the model input data file so
the NMCS rate is similar to the NI4CS rates experienced by the 33rd TFW.

6.2. STRUCTURAL ASSUMPTIONS

Structural ass' unptions are developed from the intended operational and
maintenance concepts of the system. Since the nrodel represents a
simplification of reality, major concepts are m-deled but some details are
simlplified or generalized. These assumptions are part. of the actual coding of
the model, and may not I .• easy to change. Figure 6.1 illustrates the basic
structural flow of the model.
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Dat-a F I mý_Žnt Soul-cc

,0uiLie lenq~li oA 1.7 houvs IIQ TAC J'15-iSE 113C
spares dcliver-y timoŽ o1 15 min TIAC stand Ar
aircraft sUppoVrt equlim-nt- availability Of 100S discussRio With EIQ rTyC

LANTiRN supporAeji-1_n availa~i lit.y of 100%ý discuss3ion with IIQ TAVC
p-ersonnel allocation of 85% d iscus sion with EIQ TAC
19* of missions are air-to-air IIQ TAC/DR
59% of missions are au--to-ground HQ TAC/DN
19% of mli~sions are dual I-ole I IQ T1AC/DR
3%, of missions are air-to-ground nuclear I IQ T1\C/DR
50%1 of air-to-air-, a i -to-grounld, andl dual

role mis!sions are flown single ship, 501ý
of these missions are flowni dual ship I IQ TAC/DR

100% of air-Lo-ground nuclear misdsion~s are
flown singl6ý s~hip fori-mation HQ TAC/DR

peaceti-iva thruflIight, (FWO) is perfoni~vd after
96% of all peacetineŽ missions discussion with HQ TAC

war-tinee ICT (keep aircraft in salie configurat-ion)
is perforne-d after 4% of all peacetine
missions and 50% of wartLim- mitssions discussion with HQ TAC

wart imc' ICT1 (change aircraft to differentL
configurat-ion) is per!lfonned after 50%0 of
warthim missions discussion wit-h IQ 'PAC,

nean and, standard deviation task timves for
P11 is 1.5 hr and 0.25 lU7 'PAC standard

moaxin and standard devidLiuii task time:s for
wart-ime 10P (salie configurlati~on) is 0 .42
hr ind 0. 10 hur F-15E SORD

mean and standard deviation task tinm-s for
wartime ICT (different configuration) is
0.67 h-r and 0.17 1-u- P-15E SO)RD

Table 6. 1. Data Assumpti-ons
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In the peacetime scenario at the beginning of the servicing shift, BFO
maintenance actions are continued and preflight inspections are begun on
aircraft due to fly that day if it had no BPO in the last 48 hours. No
unscheduled maintenance is performed during the sczvicing shift. In wartime,
preflight is performed in the first shift of the day if required. At the
beginning of other shifts in any scenario, personnel are reinitialized, arid
aircraft are removed from waiting queues and sent to the network to continue
maintenance.

Maintenance is scheduled to Ye performed in "parallel", meaning if multiple
maintenance actions need to be completed, they are performed at the same time
if the resources are available. There are three cases when parallel
maintenance is initiated.

a) After a sortie with a critical failure lands. Critical failures must
have maintenance performed before the aircraft can fly again. Maintenance on
non-critical failures will be performed in parallel if the task(s) can be
completed before the critical failure(s) is repaired.

b) After the last sortie of the day has launched. The intent is to repair
PMC aircraft to FMC status without impacting sortie generation. Tasks must
have available resources and be completed by the end of the shift.

c) When the failure storage array becomes full. This is a very rare
occurrence. The array has space for 40 failures. When an aircraft has 40
failures, parallel nmaintenance is performed on all failures which have
available resources and can be completed by the weekend.

Series maintenance, when failures are ficed one at a time, one after
another, can easily be added to the model once TAC determines which tasks, by
WUC, should be done in series.

BPO is performed on all aircraft which flew that day, and is initiated
after the last sortie of the day has launched. BPOs and preflights are good
for 48 hours if the aircraft does not fly, otherwise the aircraft must be
preflighted to fly. Aircraft are considered mission capable during thruflight,
preflight and BPO.

Cannibalition ..... parts= is consierd when an aircraft reeds a spare and
it is unavailable. The model attenpts to find a donor aircraft in the N14CS
queue, looking at aircraft which are already missing more than one part. If no
donor is available then aircraft which are already missing only one part are
checked. According to HQ TAC, there is no such thing as a 21 day old "hangar
queen". A "hangar queen" is an aircraft which does not fly for several days,
usually due to a shortage of parts. In the model, on day 19 of a "hangar
queen", a FMC aircraft is selected as the donor aircraft and pjrts are
switched. Maintenance manhours are collected, the new hangar queen's tiner is
begun, and the old hangar queen is irade FMC.

Phase inspections in the operational field are scheduled so only a few
aircraft are in phase at the sane tiim. This is done by scheduling aircraft to
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fly so the flying hours on each aircraft reach key quantities at the right
time. Table 6.2.1 shows the important parameters of each phase inspection.
The informiation was obtained from IIQ TAC/IJ.

Phase Task Length Task Frequency
(in days) (in cumulative aircraft hours)

I5O 1 2 100,300,500,700,900,1100
HPO 2 3 200,1000
HPO 3 4 400,800
PE 1 6 600
PE 2 10 1200

Table 6.2. 1. Operational Phase Inspection Parameters

The nrdel does not schedule aircraft to fly by tail number, therefore phase
inspections cannot. be scheduled in the same way as in the field. However,
phase timing can be scheduled by cumulative squadron flying hours. The basis
for this schedule is an examination of the phase schedule of the 33 TEW at
Eglin AFB over a six month period. From a study of this data, the phase
inspections iJn the nyydel are scheduled according to Table 6.2.2.

Phase Task Frequency (in total cumulative squadron FH)

HPOI 6
HPO 2 66
HM- 1 156
FPO 3 216
HPO 1 336
PE 1 396
HPO 1 576
repeat cycle at. 630 cumulative squadron flying hours

Table 6.2.2. Model Phase Inspection Schedule

6.3. RESOURCE ASSUMPTIONS

The nmdol considers only the major pieces of support equipment. It is
assumed there are enoug|i tools, laddlers, povwr carts, air conditioners, etc, to
go around. Table 6.3.1 shows the support equipment modeled and their quanltity.

The m•del assumes nmintenance personnel belong to three shops, the aircraft
generation squadron (AGS) which perform on-line maintainance, the equipment

akintenance sqladron (EMS), and the comiponent. repair squad-ron (CRS) which
perform shop maintenance.
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Quantity Support Equipment

1 Displays Avionics Internediate Station (AIS)
1 Microwave AIS
1 Integrated Antenna AIS
1 Mobile Electronics Test Set (INFPS)
1 Forward Firing Arnmaent rTest Set
1 Air to Ground Arimament Test Set
1 LANJ'IRN Power Supply Test Station
1 LU1fTIRN ECU Test Station
1 LANTIMN Other LRU Test Station
3. TEWS Intermediate Support Station (TISS)

Table 6.3.1. Support Equipnent Modeled

HQ TAC/XPMQMI provided a list of manpower authorizations for the F-15E.
Tables 6.3.2 through 6.3.4 show the breakdown of personnel by shop, AFSC and
some by skill level. This data was then modified according to Rivet Workforce
r'ales supplied by AF/LEYM. This data represents the personnel authorized to
maintain a wing of aircraft. Since the nodel assumes only a squadron, the
personnel are divided by three and rounded to the nearest whole person before
being written into the nmodel. The personnel allocations are also shown for the
33rd TFlW at Eglin AFB. This information was used during the validation portion
of the model developrent.
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F-15 C/D MSIP F-15E F-15E
(33 ¶'FW) (frcm IIQ TAC/XP) (Rivet Workforce)

AFSC/Description

423X0 Electrical 31 22
452X5 39

423XI ECS 23 17

423X4 Pneudraulics 24 24

426X2 Propulsion 80 78 452X4 332

431XI Crew Chief 257 230

427X5 Airframe Repair 25 24 458X2 24

452XIA Rdr/Nav, Fire No change
Cntl, LANTIMI
3-7 level 53 54

452X1B Flt Cntls/Instr
3-7 level 43 33

452X1C Com/Nav
3-7 level 35 39

45271, 7 level 0 30

462X0 Arnament, Fuel 197 242 No change

Table 6.3.2. AGS Personnel Authorizations and Allocations
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F-15 C/D MSIP F-15E F-15E
(33 TFW) (from HQ TAC/XP) (Rivet Workforce)

AFSC/Description

423X5 AGE 87 81 454XI

426X2 Propulsion 8 9 454XOA

427X0 Machinist 6 7
458X0 14

427X4 Metal Processing 8 7

427X2 NDI 15 15 458Xi

427X3 Fabric and Para 6 14 458X3

427X1 Corrosion Control 13 14
458X2 27

427X5 Airframe Repair 14 13

43A1X Crew Chiet 66 61 452r4A

462X0 Armaiment, Fuels 40 49 No change

461X0 Munitions Sys 95 192 No change

Table 6.3.3. FMS Personnel Authcrizations and Allocations
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F-15 C/D MSIP F-]SE F-15E
(33 TFW) (from HQ TAC/XP) (Rivet Workforce)

AFSC/Description

423X0 Electrical 9 16
452X5 23

423X1 ECS 7 7

423X2 Egress 14 33 454X2

423X3 Fuel Systems 37 44 454X3

423X4 Pneudraulics 10 10 454X4

426X2 Propulsion 107 98 454X0

451X4A Auto Test Station No change
3-7 level 51 30

451X4B Manual Test Station
3-7 level 60 46

45174, 7 level 0 16

455XOB Photo Systems 16 15 No change

455XOA LANTIRN 0 43 No change

Table 6.3.4. CRS Personnel Authorizations and Allocations
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7. VEIUFICAI'ION AND VALIDATION

Verification is defined as the process of ensuring a model/simulation
executes as intended (8: 10). it generally addresses the actual coding/syntax
of the nmdel. Validation is defined as the process of establishing that a
desi.red accuracy or correspondence exists between the mncdel/si-mulation and the
real world (8:10). This add-resses the data and structural assumptions made in
the formation and use of the nodel. Verification and validation a.e an
integral part of nmodel developiient, and will increase the credibility of the
nodel/sisiulation.

The nodel underwent a detailed review by the HQ AFYTEC/IL4 F-15E
Availability Model Conunittee. Objectives of the Model Committee were to verify
and validate the F-15E Availability iw'del for use during F-15E OT&E and to
approve the nmdel for release to other AF agencies. The conm-ittee consisted of
a chairperson, the madel developer, and four other 1(4 analysts.

7.1 VERIFICATION

The SLAM language has ECHO, 11ONTR, summary and trace, and FILE statements
which can be used to verify the code is executing correctly. The ECHO
statement provides a sumirynr of the simulation nodel as interpreted by the SLAP
processor. The MONTR statement can cause sumnary reports to be printed, or
initiate a trace of entities flowing through the network. The FILE statement
can print the content of each file to ensure entities are not being
inadvertently created, destroyed, or changed.

The SLAM output listing will contain error statements when anx error in the
input statements is found by the SLAM processor. The listing also contains
information on file lengths, wait times, and activity utilization. Print
statements were written at strategic locations in the FORTRAN code to cause
messages stating when significant activities occurred in thp 3int-,-lItion, ie,
when sorties launched, when sorties were reschedt led or missed, when and what
failures or ground aborts occurred, which nmaintencdnce was initiated, if
resources and spares were unavailable, etc.

7.2 VALIDATION

There are two methods of validation - subjective and objective. Subjective
validation is an iterative process. It involves evaluation of the nodel by
people knowledgeable with the intended operational environment of the F-15E.
This evaluation was based on examination of logic flow charts, input parameters
and assumptions. The sensitivity of the model outputs to changes in inputs
were examined to ensure the outputs changed in a logical manner.

Objective validation is nure quantitative. It involves collecting data on
the system and statistically comparing this to nodel output. Since there is no
squadron of operational F-15Es at this time, a good substitute would be a
similar aircraft which is operated in a similar manner. The F-15C/D MSIP
aircraft was chosen duu to its simialarity to the F-15E. The data used in the
validation process was obtained from the 33rd TiW at Eglin AFB Florida. The
33rd Ti-W was chosen since it was the only operational wing with mainly F-15C/D
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MSIP aircraft. The inputs used in the moKdel consisted of Aug 87 through Jan 88
MDC data, the 33rd T19W maintenance suin iries, the 33rd TFW nmaintenance and
utilization plans, and expert judgment from experienced niainten, nce personnel
at the 33rd TFW and the F-15E OT&E test team at Edwards AFB California. The
data from this six month period Yre averaged to obtain the 33rd TFW average,
The model was run using a one month warmup period, the statistics were cleared,
and then a six month simulation was run. This simulation was run seven times
with a different random nunber seed. The results of these seven runs were
averaged to obtain the model average. Table 7.1 lists the comparison.

33rd TFW Model

MC 89.3 88.3

BR 9.7 10.2

FR (8 hr) 82.3 90.9

MIRT 1.8 1.9

Table 7.1. Model Validation using F-15C/D MSIP

Thi'.-ce results, as .. . as tiot , a-ssifmtlZ, loia :o- and
input data requirements were briefed to the 33 ThW and HQ TAC representatives
for model familiarization and validation (2). HQ AOTIEC/IGAA received a
message firm HQ TAC/DRF stating HQ TAC has validated and granted concurrence to
AFOTEC to implement the F-15E model- during OT&E (6).

8. OUTPUT

There are two output files, Fl5.0UT and F15.RPT. F15.0UT is the standard
SLAM output file and contains statistics on all the files and activities. It
could also contain numerous statements which outline when every siqnificant
activity happened. Most of the print statements responsible for these
statements are comnented out in the FORTRAN program now, but they were used
extensively ini the model development process and verification procedures.

The second output file, F15.PPT, is the primary output file. It tabulates
the critical information and results of the simulation. Appendix F contains a
a samnple copy of the file. This file echoes back some of the inputs, to
identify the rim, and contains the primary parameters outlined in the purpose
of the model. It also includes additional information sucn as sorties flown,
sorties missed, total flying hours, NMCS rate, NMCR rate, number of breaks, and
nui-ber of ground aborts per flying day. Availability of resources and spares
are tabulated to determine at a glance which WTCs cause the most delays due to
nonavailability of resources or spares. MRT and MDLY are also tabulated by WUC
to determine which WiCs take the longest to repair. 1TH/FH is also tabulated
by WJC to determine which WUCs contribute the most to MM/Fli.
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